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Understanding the extent and limits of non-conscious processing is an important step on the road to
a thorough understanding of the cognitive and cerebral correlates of conscious perception. In this
article, we present a critical review of research on subliminal perception during masking and other
related experimental conditions. Although initially controversial, the possibility that a broad variety
of processes can be activated by a non-reportable stimulus is now well established. Behavioural
findings of subliminal priming indicate that a masked word or digit can have an influence on
perceptual, lexical and semantic levels, while neuroimaging directly visualizes the brain activation
that it evokes in several cortical areas. This activation is often attenuated under subliminal
presentation conditions compared to consciously reportable conditions, but there are sufficiently
many exceptions, in paradigms such as the attentional blink, to indicate that high activation, per se, is
not a sufficient condition for conscious access to occur. We conclude by arguing that for a stimulus to
reach consciousness, two factors are jointly needed: (i) the input stimulus must have enough strength
(which can be prevented by masking) and (ii) it must receive top-down attention (which can be
prevented by drawing attention to another stimulus or task). This view leads to a distinction between
two types of non-conscious processes, which we call subliminal and preconscious. According to us,
maintaining this distinction is essential in order to make sense of the growing neuroimaging data on
the neural correlates of consciousness.
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1. INTRODUCTION
To what extent can non-conscious perception affect our
behaviours? This issue, one of the most controversial in
psychology (e.g. Sidis 1898; Eriksen 1960; Dixon
1971; Holender 1986; Merikle & Daneman 1998),
has been predominantly addressed through the use of
subliminal stimulation methods, in which a stimulus is
presented below the ‘limen’ or threshold for conscious
perception. Subliminal perception is inferred when a
stimulus is demonstrated to be invisible while still
influencing thoughts, feelings, actions, learning or
memory.
Construction of a convincing empirical demonstration of subliminal processing has constituted a
challenging task. Indeed, this topic has faced some of
the most complex problems of experimental psychology, not only technically (e.g. How to present stimuli
that are invisible but still processed?), but also
methodologically (e.g. How to measure non-conscious
influences from a stimulus? How to demonstrate an
absence of conscious perception?), theoretically (e.g.
Should we trust introspective subjective measures or
rather rely on objective measures?) and epistemologically (e.g. Why do so many subliminal perception

experiments fail to be replicated?). Such difficulties,
among others, are the reasons why the topic of
perception without awareness has taken so long to
achieve respectability.
Nowadays, while the existence of subliminal perception is no longer denied, the controversy has shifted to
the depth of processing of invisible stimuli. While it is
largely accepted that lower levels of processing (e.g.
motor reflexes, sensory analysis) do not necessitate
perceptual awareness, the existence of non-conscious
computations at higher levels (e.g. semantic or
inferential processing) remains debated. The claim of
subliminal semantic activation has been cyclically
acclaimed or rejected (Eriksen 1960; Dixon 1971;
Holender 1986; Greenwald 1992).
In parallel, conflicting theoretical positions have
been adopted regarding the differences between
conscious and non-conscious processing. Some
authors continue to argue in favour of the classical
notion that mental representations and consciousness
go hand in hand, thus leaving little room for the
possibility of non-conscious levels of representation
(Dulany 1997; Perruchet & Vinter 2002; Holender &
Duscherer 2004). According to this ‘mentalistic’
perspective, non-conscious processes exist, but are
non-representational and thus, by definition, cannot
involve semantic representations. Conversely, several
authors have argued that all information processing can
proceed without conscious experience, at least in
principle, and that consciousness may therefore be of
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an altogether different, perhaps non-computational
nature (Chalmers 1996). This perspective meshes
well with the hypothesis that non-conscious processes
can attain the highest levels of representation, a
position advocated for instance by Marcel (1983, p.
238): ‘non-conscious perceptual processes automatically redescribe sensory data into every representational form and to the highest levels of description
available to the organism’.
In between these two extreme positions, an intermediate and widely held view proposes that a stimulus
first involves a non-conscious analysis associated with
the lower levels of processing, and then a second
conscious stage associated with higher levels of
representations. According to this view, non-conscious
processes exist but are limited in depth. To follow
Greenwald’s (1992) terminology, non-conscious processes should be considered as ‘dumb’ rather than
‘smart’ in comparison to conscious processes. The twostage position suggests a rigid limit between nonconscious and conscious levels of processing, the
former involving an automatic activation of information while the latter are associated with strategic
processes under volitional control (Posner & Snyder
1975; Schneider & Shiffrin 1977). According to this
position, it is strictly an empirical problem to determine
whether semantic-level processes fall below or above
the hypothetical limit of subliminal processing depth.
Nowadays, two-stage accounts have evolved into a
more dynamical view, which considers the notion of
‘conscious access’ as a central concept. In the global
neuronal workspace framework (Dehaene & Naccache
2001; Dehaene & Changeux 2004), which extends
Baars’ (1988) cognitive theory of consciousness, the
human brain is viewed as a collection of specialized
processors that mostly operate non-consciously, but
whose content can be consciously accessed whenever
they are linked to a global, metastable assembly
involving distant prefrontal and parietal neurons with
long-range axons. According to this view, there is no
fixed limit between conscious and non-conscious
processing but, rather, subjects at any given moment
can attend to one of the several (though not necessarily
all) levels of representation and bring the corresponding information into consciousness.
With these conflicting theories in mind, the present
article provides an overview of past and current
researches on non-conscious perception. We initially
focus on subliminal masking paradigms, then extend
our review to discuss other forms of non-conscious
perception such as those induced by inattention. In §9,
we outline a theoretical framework that may account
for the differences between these two types of nonconscious perception.

2. A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON SUBLIMINAL
PERCEPTION
It is primarily via the demonstration of semantic
activation from invisible stimuli that researchers have
tried to define the limits of non-conscious perception.
This approach consists of testing the hypothesis that
the meaning of a stimulus is extracted while the subject
cannot consciously identify it or even detect its
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2007)

presence. Stimuli are usually made subliminal by the
joint use of brief presentations and masking techniques.
A direct measure such as identification, discrimination
or detection is used to show null sensitivity on the
masked stimulus. An indirect measure is used to show
that, nevertheless, this stimulus influences behaviour.
The most common indirect measure is masked
priming, in which a highly visible target stimulus is
processed more efficiently when preceded by a related
and heavily masked prime than by an unrelated prime.
Figure 1 provides examples of established subliminal
priming methods in the domain of visual words, faces
and speech perception.
As we review below, characterization of the
processes involved in subliminal masked priming has
remained controversial. The development of this field
of research can be divided into five periods.

3. PERIOD 1: ON DEMONSTRATING PERCEPTION
WITHOUT AWARENESS
The study of non-conscious perception appeared
simultaneously with the emergence of psychology and
its separation from philosophy during the nineteenth
century. Several scientists evoked the possibility that
mental life extended beyond conscious processing.
Johann Herbart (1776–1841) introduced the word
‘subliminal’ to describe ideas that compete below the
limen for consciousness. According to Hermann Von
Helmholtz (1821–1894), visual perception mostly
resulted from the operation of non-conscious inferential
processes. On the other hand, under the influence of
Wilhelm Wundt during the second part of the nineteenth century, introspective reports were considered as
a scientifically valid measure for studying mental states.
Contrary to Herbart and Von Helmholtz’s perspective,
this position considered that all mental states are
potentially accessible to conscious report. In spite of
its limits, this played a helpful role in developing
methods for measuring aspects of conscious experience.
The introspective approach was used in a landmark
paper by Pierce & Jastrow (1884). In their study,
subjects (Peirce and Jastrow themselves) received a first
pressure on a finger and then a second slightly stronger
or slightly weaker one. They judged which one seemed
the more intense by rating their estimation on a 0–3
scale, where ‘0 denoted absence of any preference for
one answer over its opposite, so that it seemed
nonsensical to answer at all’ (Pierce & Jastrow 1880,
p. 78). They also performed a forced-choice discrimination task between the two possibilities. Peirce and
Jastrow found that under subjective estimations of null
awareness they could still discriminate the two
alternatives well above the 50% criterion for chance
performance, suggesting the existence of non-conscious influences on behaviour. Along the same lines,
Sidis (1898) presented cards containing alphanumeric
characters at a distance, such that subjects reported
they barely saw a dim, blurred spot. Yet, subjects were
better than chance not only at discriminating whether
the stimulus was a digit or a letter in a forced-choice
task, but also in guessing its identity. Stroh et al. (1908)
extended these findings to the auditory modality, by
showing that subjects were better than chance at
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Figure 1. Schematic description of three masked priming methods for which objective direct measures have demonstrated prime
invisibility or inaudibility. (a) Visual word repetition priming across case (Dehaene et al. 2001). (b) Repetition priming for faces
(Kouider et al. submitted). Masks are made of overlaid and reversed faces and the prime size is reduced by 80% when compared
with the target. (c) Repetition priming for spoken words (Kouider & Dupoux 2005). Masks made from backward speech and the
prime are attenuated (K15 dB) and time compressed to 35% of their original duration.

guessing whispered letter names under conditions
where they reported not hearing any sound.
These pioneering studies were followed by a few
other similar demonstrations during the first half of the
twentieth century (see Adams 1957, for a review).
Claims of subliminal influences on behaviour became
especially popular during the mid-1950s, when a few
advertising companies initiated the fallacious belief that
it can have long-term effects on consumer’s choice (see
Pratkanis 1992, for a review).
The end of this first period can be attributed to
Eriksen’s (1960) criticism of the scientific literature on
subliminal perception. Basically, he argued against the
use of introspection as a valid measure of awareness.
Subjective measures might reflect response bias rather
than the genuine subjective experience of the observer
owing to the so-called ‘underconfidence phenomenon’
(Bjorkman et al. 1993). Subjects may partially or even
fully see the stimulus, yet claim that they have not seen
it because they need a higher level of certainty. This
confidence criterion depends on the expectations that
the experimenter is imposing on the subject. Furthermore, experimenters might have a tendency to underestimate awareness as a function of the hypothesis at
hand (S. Kouider 2002, unpublished doctoral thesis).
Eriksen further argued that the objective threshold for
consciousness should be defined as a situation where
forced-choice discrimination is at chance. According to
this new operational definition of awareness, the
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2007)

discrimination tasks previously used as indirect
measures thought to prove non-conscious influences
now became the direct measure thought to index
awareness of the stimulus. Of course, such a new
definition of awareness left researchers with the difficult
problem of inventing new indirect measures of
subliminal processing.
4. PERIOD 2: ON DEMONSTRATING SUBLIMINAL
SEMANTIC INFLUENCES
The second phase of research started with the use of
semantic influences as an indirect measure of perception, primarily with the seminal work of Marcel (1974,
1980, 1983). Marcel used the method of visual
masking to render stimuli invisible and provided two
types of experimental evidence for non-conscious
semantic processing. First, he argued that under
presentation conditions, where subjects could not
detect the presence or absence of a masked word, this
stimulus nevertheless produced semantic biases. Subsequently to a masked word (e.g. ‘salt’), subjects were
presented with two alternatives, one which was
semantically related (e.g. ‘pepper’) and the other
unrelated (e.g. ‘lotus’). Subjects preferred to choose
the former alternative, suggesting the presence of
semantic influences from invisible words. Similarly,
Allport (1977) found that when subjects failed to
correctly recognize a masked word, many of their errors
were semantically related to the masked word. Second,
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Marcel (1980, 1983) provided evidence that semantic
priming—the facilitation of the processing of a target
word by another semantically related ‘prime’ word—
remained present under heavy masking conditions that
render the primes subliminal.
At that time, mainly owing to Eriksen’s (1960)
critical review, the scientific community was extremely
sceptical regarding the existence of subliminal perception, not to mention the existence of subliminal
activation at the semantic level. Yet, by the early
1980s, several other authors started to report similar
results. Semantic priming from masked stimuli was
replicated not only with words ( Fowler et al. 1981;
Balota 1983) but also with pictures (McCauley et al.
1980; Carr et al. 1982). However, as we will see below,
all these studies without exception suffered from
serious methodological flaws.
5. PERIOD 3: THE HUNT FOR ARTEFACTS
Holender (1986) published a detailed and intensively
argued criticism of masked priming studies. The article
stressed the need to carefully control the methods used
to argue for the existence of subliminal semantic
processing. He mainly argued that the issue of
awareness was not properly addressed and was largely
underestimated in past studies. After Holender’s
article, scepticism regarding the existence of subliminal
semantic activation became the rule. It was also
motivated by several other studies that pointed to
serious methodological flaws in demonstrations of
subliminal semantic influences. We summarize these
different problems below.
(a) The need for methodological controls
First, the semantic biases in the choice of alternatives
observed by Marcel (1983) could have been due to the
absence of counterbalancing for the experimental and
control word lists. Subjects tend to report that the
prime is pepper rather than lotus not only if the prime is
salt but also when there is no prime at all (Fowler et al.
1981)! Along the same lines, although it is true that
subjects can sometimes erroneously report a semantic
associate of a masked word (Allport 1977), this need
not happen more often than what would be expected
from chance (Ellis & Marshall 1978; Williams & Parkin
1980; however, see Gaillard et al. 2006a for a clear case
of semantic influence on verbal reports).
Second, Merikle (1982) used signal detection theory
to show that the small sample of items frequently
used to evaluate the threshold for conscious perception
(not more than 20 trials) is not statistically reliable.
Under statistically valid conditions, Marcel’s experiments could no longer be replicated (Cheesman &
Merikle 1984).
Third, prime visibility was largely underestimated.
Indeed, the first studies of Marcel and others used
tachistoscopic presentations for which the display
parameters were fixed in a preliminary phase, before
the proper indirect measure (e.g. priming) started.
A method of descending threshold was used, consisting
of decreasing the delay between the prime and a brief
backward mask until subjects performed at a chance
level on the direct measure. These parameters were then
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2007)

considered as subliminal during the subsequent indirect
measure. However, subjects were differentially adapted
to darkness during the two phases. During the threshold
definition, only brief (e.g. 50 ms) primes and backward
masks were presented, while subjects also received a
long (e.g. 800 ms) and visible target during the indirect
measure. This had the consequence of increasing dark
adaptation, and thus increasing prime identification
from 0 to 70% as shown by Purcell et al. (1983).
Moreover, they found that when luminance is controlled carefully, semantic priming fully correlated with
prime visibility. Similarly, Nolan & Caramazza (1982)
asked subjects to perform the direct and indirect
measures on the same trials and also found that semantic
effects correlated with performance on the prime
detection task. These studies suggest that stimulus
visibility should not be established before but, rather,
during or after the indirect measure and, furthermore,
that the same display conditions should be used.
Fourth, Bernstein et al. (1989) found that the
semantic context can modulate prime visibility. This
finding is based on the fact that unmasked semantic
priming reflects not only classical or proactive priming,
i.e. semantic activation from the prime representation
to the target representation, but also backward or
retroactive priming, i.e. semantic activation from the
target to the prime (see Neely 1991, for a review).
Evidence for retroactive priming comes from studies
showing that priming occurs for semantically related
pairs for which an association exists from the target to
the prime, but not from the prime to the target (Koriat
1981; Chwilla et al. 1998). Since semantically related
target stimuli can increase, retrospectively, the identification of masked primes (Bernstein et al. 1989), the
absence of any target stimuli during threshold
definition procedures in the experiments of Marcel
and others probably underestimated prime visibility. In
fact, many other studies have found that semantic
priming, prime reportability and retroactive priming
are interdependent (Briand et al. 1988; Dark 1988;
Dark & Benson 1991; Van Voorhis & Dark 1995).
Semantic relatedness increases, retrospectively, the
reportability of the prime, which in turns leads to
semantic priming. Accordingly, in these studies,
masked semantic priming occurred only when subjects
were able to identify the masked primes: in the absence
of retroactive priming, prime reportability decreased
and masked semantic priming vanished. It is of note,
however, that Durante & Hirshman (1994) found the
reverse correlation: proactive semantic priming
decreased when retroactive priming increased. It
remains unclear why the results of this study are
discordant with others.
(b) On the status of qualitative dissociations
According to some authors (e.g. Dixon 1971, 1981),
another way of demonstrating subliminal influences is
to show that subliminal and conscious perception
afford qualitatively different processes. Marcel (1980)
used this process-dissociation logic and reported that
context effects on semantic priming for homographs
depend on prime awareness. He presented subject with
word triplets corresponding to the context/prime/target
presentation sequence and for which the first and last
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words were either congruent (hand/palm/wrist) or
incongruent (tree/palm/wrist). If the prime was clearly
visible, he found facilitation for congruent trials and
interference for incongruent trials. By contrast, Marcel
reported that no context bias occurs when the prime is
not visible, leading to facilitation for both congruent
and incongruent trials. These results were considered
as evidence for a dissociation between non-conscious
and conscious processes.
A similar dissociation logic was used by Merikle et al.
with the goal of avoiding exceeding reliance on
objective measures of consciousness. While all the
above studies used objective measures of awareness, in
accord with Eriksen’s (1960) criticism, Cheesman &
Merikle (1986) privileged subjective measures, as in
the earliest research on subliminal perception. Their
main argument against the use of objective measures
was that they can lead to above-chance performance
due to non-conscious influences, thus making the
definition of an objective threshold an extremely
conservative measure of conscious access. To address
this problem, Cheesman & Merikle (1986), using a
process-dissociation logic, argued that the definition of
a subjective limit between conscious and subliminal
perception would be validated if they gave rise to
qualitatively different forms of processing. They used a
priming version of the Stroop task in which, compared
with a neutral condition, subjects are slower to respond
to a target colour patch if it is preceded by a prime word
denoting a different colour (e.g. the word ‘blue’
preceding a red patch) and faster if the prime and
target denote the same colour. In accord with past
studies (Taylor 1977), they found that if the proportion
of congruent trials increased (for instance, from 25 to
75%), then facilitation and interference increased.
Indeed, in this case, the prime is the same as the target
in most cases, and subjects can use this information to
anticipate the identity of the target during the
appearance of the prime. However, when prime
duration was decreased from 250 ms to a shorter
duration at which subjects denied perceiving the
primes, priming was still found and, importantly, it
ceased to be affected by predictive strategies. According
to Cheesman & Merikle, this dissociation demonstrates
that subjects are genuinely unaware of the primes with
brief prime durations. In later work, Merikle and
colleagues (Merikle et al. 1995; Merikle & Joordens
1997) showed that under some conditions, predictive
strategies could even reverse the Stroop effect, leading
to faster reaction times for incongruent primes. Here
too, this was the case only for rather long prime
duration (e.g. 150 ms), but not for shorter durations
(e.g. 50 ms).
However, as outlined by Holender (1986), the
problem with this logic is that qualitative dissociations
need not reflect a dissociation between conscious and
subliminal processing. One must ensure that they do
not occur merely owing to other confounded
differences, for instance because the SOA is much
shorter in the subliminal case, as was the case in the
studies of both Marcel (1980) and Cheesman &
Merikle (1986). As argued by S. Kouider (2002,
unpublished doctoral thesis), it is well known from
the unmasked priming literature that even clearly
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2007)
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visible primes produce qualitative differences as a
function of the prime-target delay. For instance,
Swinney (1979) has shown that context effects on
semantic priming of homographs depend on the time
course of prime processing, not prime visibility per se.
Thus, rather than being due to visibility, these
qualitative dissociations could be due to differences in
the time or resources needed to strategically process the
prime. In the case of Merikle and colleagues’ studies, in
which subjects are explicitly asked to try to identify the
primes before responding to the target, primes that are
difficult to identify would require attentional resources
that otherwise could be used for predictive strategies.
As recently shown by Kouider & Dupoux (2004),
predictive strategies can no longer be used with short
prime duration owing to the difficulty in identifying the
primes, not because the primes are rendered subliminal. In fact, when the primes are not just difficult to
perceive but genuinely invisible, then Stroop priming
disappears as well ( Tzelgov et al. 1997; Kouider &
Dupoux 2004).
The process-dissociation method was later extended
through the use of inclusion–exclusion tasks (Debner &
Jacoby 1994; Merikle et al. 1995; Merikle & Joordens
1997). In a typical exclusion task, subjects have to
complete a target fragment (e.g. ‘YE____’) with any
word that comes to mind, except the prime (e.g.
‘yellow’). Debner & Jacoby (1994) have shown that
exclusion is no longer possible when primes are masked
and presented for a brief duration (50 ms). Instead,
subjects frequently complete the fragment with the
prime word itself. This failure to exclude masked
primes while being influenced by them suggests a
process-dissociation between conscious and subliminal
perception (Debner & Jacoby 1994; Merikle et al.
2001). Yet, one should be cautious before making this
conclusion because the results may be imputed to
partial conscious perception. Indeed, it is possible that
subjects were only aware of some letters of the prime
such as ‘llow’ and then completed the fragment
‘YE___’ onto ‘yellow’ while faithfully complying with
the instruction to avoid reporting a seen word. In fact,
recent investigations have shown that when an
orthographic baseline (e.g. ‘billow’) is used, then
there is a similar probability to complete ‘YE___’
onto ‘yellow’ (Hutchison et al. 2004). Although the
authors used this result to argue that non-conscious
influences occur at the orthographic level with this task,
it may as well mean that it results from partial conscious
perception of the primes. Further studies will be
needed to demonstrate that perceptual influences on
the exclusion task are of a genuinely subliminal nature.

6. PERIOD 4: METHODOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENTS AND RECOVERY FROM SCEPTICISM
In the late 1980s, subliminal perception was no longer
an isolated domain in the study of non-conscious
processing, given the emergence of great interest in
implicit memory and implicit learning at that time (e.g.
Kihlstrom 1987; Schacter 1987). While these topics
also suffered from similar difficulties, especially regarding the assessment of awareness (Shanks & St. John
1994), they largely contributed to reinstate the study of
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non-conscious processing from a cognitive rather than
a psychoanalytic perspective (Greenwald 1992).
Furthermore, despite Holender’s massive criticism, or
perhaps under its admonition, new and stronger
paradigms of subliminal priming emerged.
(a) Insights from psycholinguistics
In the hands of Forster and Humphreys, masked
priming became a powerful method to study visual
word recognition (Evett & Humphreys 1981; Forster &
Davis 1984). These authors did not focus on semantic
activation, but rather on lexical processing. They used
masked priming with the assumption that a minimal
perceptual awareness of the word stimulus allows study
of its automatic, strategy-free processing (e.g. Posner &
Snyder 1975). They primarily relied on orthographic
and repetition priming, not semantic priming, to
address several issues that are more directly relevant
to psycholinguistics than to subliminal perception (e.g.
Is masked repetition priming affected by word
frequency? Is priming lexical or sub-lexical? Can it
occur at a phonological level? Do orthographic
neighbours inhibit or facilitate word recognition? And
so forth). We first describe the paradigm introduced by
Humphreys and colleagues, as well as its implications,
and then turn to the one introduced by Forster and
colleagues.
(i) Humphreys’ masked priming method
The masked priming method of Humphreys and
colleagues (Evett & Humphreys 1981; Humphreys
et al. 1982, 1988) comprised the presentation of four
events: a forward mask (i.e. random letter fragments),
the prime in lower case, the target in upper case and
then a backward mask. All these events were presented
for a very short duration (e.g. 25–50 ms) such that the
prime could not be identified, while the target could be
correctly identified on about half of the trials. The
measure here was whether perceptual identification of
the target improved when preceded by a related prime.
Yet, since the presentation parameters were estimated
for each subject during a preceding threshold definition session, this methodology did not fully escape
Holender’s criticism (see above).
The research mostly investigated whether masked
written words can contact the phonological level of
representations. Although the first answer provided by
Evett & Humphreys (1981) was negative, later studies
found that, under some conditions, phonological
effects can be found in addition to orthographic
priming (e.g. Humphreys et al. 1982). Perfetti and
colleagues (Perfetti et al. 1988; Perfetti & Bell 1991;
Berent & Perfetti 1995) later developed a backward
priming variant, in which the prime follows, rather than
precedes, the target and in which robust phonological
priming effect can be found.
Nonetheless, this methodology has been less
popular than the one introduced by Forster and
colleagues (described below) for two main reasons.
First, given that not only the prime but also the target is
presented very briefly in this paradigm, subjects
sometimes report the prime instead of the target and
tend to mix their letters during identification,
suggesting conscious access to at least partial
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2007)

information regarding the primes (Brysbaert & Praet
1992; Perry & Ziegler 2002). As shown by Perry &
Ziegler (2002), phonological effects in this paradigm
can result from partial awareness rather than subliminal processing. Second, as shown by Davis &
Forster (1994), priming in this paradigm might be
entirely due to differences in terms of target legibility,
which results from a physical fusion between the prime
and target stimuli and is higher for orthographically
related words. Importantly, when the target duration is
relatively long, as in the Forster and Davis method,
low-level physical integration disappears (Davis &
Forster 1994).
(ii) Forster and Davis’ masked priming method
The masked priming method by Forster and colleagues
(Forster & Davis 1984, 1991) is simpler because it has
no backward mask, the target being itself considered a
very strong mask. The display typically consists of a
500 ms forward mask (e.g. ######), a lower-case
prime for a brief duration (60 ms or below) and an
upper-case target for another 700 ms. Priming with this
method has been found not only at the orthographic
level (Forster et al. 1987), but also at the level of
morphology (easier processing of cars-CAR compared
with card-CAR; Forster et al. 1987; Rastle et al. 2000),
phonology (easier processing of klip-CLIP compared
with plip-CLIP; Ferrand & Grainger 1992, 1993;
Lukatela et al. 1998), cross-modal repetitions (visualto-auditory priming; Kouider & Dupoux 2001) and,
importantly, for semantically related words (Sereno
1991; Perea & Gotor 1997; Rastle et al. 2000) and
translations (Gollan et al. 1997; Grainger & FrenckMestre 1998).
Nevertheless, the problem with all these studies is
that most of them do not provide an index of prime
awareness, making it difficult to assess whether the
primes were visible or not. Kouider & Dupoux (2001)
assessed prime awareness in this method across several
prime durations and showed that a prime can be
considered as genuinely invisible only if its duration is
below 50 ms. Although orthographic and morphological priming are found at such durations, priming
usually vanishes below 50 ms for semantic (Perea &
Gotor 1997; Rastle et al. 2000) and phonological
relations ( Ferrand & Grainger 1992, 1993). In a recent
auditory version of this masked priming procedure
(figure 1c), Kouider & Dupoux (2005) found word
repetition priming in the absence of prime audibility,
while semantic priming was found only for audible
primes. The results seem stronger for translation
priming (Gollan et al. 1997; Grainger & Frenck-Mestre
1998; especially when the prime is in the first language
and the target in the second language; Jiang 1999),
possibly because translation equivalents are more
strongly associated at the semantic level. Yet, a clear
demonstration that primes were genuinely subliminal
has not been provided.
Whether phonological priming occurs in masked
priming remains a debated issue in psycholinguistics
(Rastle & Bryasbert 2006), and it is unfortunate that
the possibility that prime awareness might account for
some of the conflicting results is not taken seriously. Of
course, it might also be that phonological priming
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requires a longer prime duration because it requires
longer processing regardless of conscious perception
(Ferrand & Grainger 1992).
In a recent functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI ) study, we studied the behavioural and neural
distinction between priming from visible and priming
from invisible stimuli (Kouider et al. in press). Moreover, we compared orthographic and phonological
priming in a semantic decision task while the prime
duration was kept constant (i.e. 43 ms). We found
orthographic priming for both visible and invisible
primes. By contrast, we found phonological priming
only for visible primes. At the neural level, only for
visible primes we observed phonological repetition
enhancement in the left inferior frontal cortex and
anterior insula, two regions usually associated with
phonological and articulatory processing. This study
thus adds to the evidence that visibility may be needed
for the emergence of phonological priming. Yet, it does
not mean that subliminal phonological effects cannot
occur under conditions that emphasize phonological
processing of the prime. Rather, we prefer to argue that
these effects are very fragile and that they increase
drastically during conscious perception. It is possible
that subliminal phonological priming is more reliable
when the task explicitly requires phonological recoding
from orthographic inputs, such as in the naming task
(Shen & Forster 1999), under special masking
conditions that allow for longer prime durations while
keeping the prime invisible (Grainger et al. 2003), or
when using an orthography with a high degree of
transparency, such as the Kana Japanese syllabary
(Nakamura et al. 2006).
In summary, from the psycholinguistic literature on
masked priming, one can infer that some forms of
orthographic and lexical processing clearly occur under
subliminal conditions. By contrast, phonological and
semantic masked priming effects appear rather fragile
and sometimes difficult to replicate, especially when
using short prime durations to prevent conscious
perception.
(b) Semantic congruity evoked by subliminal
primes
By the mid-1990s, a renewal of interest for subliminal
semantic activation became apparent in the scientific
community. Two articles claiming that genuinely
invisible primes could influence processing at the
semantic level appeared in Science and Nature
(Greenwald et al. 1996; Dehaene et al. 1998).
Greenwald et al. (1996; see also Draine & Greenwald
1998) proposed two methodological improvements in
order to obtain robust subliminal priming. The first
one was to use a response-window procedure that
forced subjects to respond extremely quickly to the
target stimulus. This response-window procedure was
thought to improve the sensitivity of the indirect
measure because priming is short-lived under subliminal conditions. The second improvement was
statistical. Instead of demonstrating chance performance on objective measures of awareness for all
subjects, they proposed to use a regression method that
uses the visibility measure as a predictor of the priming
effect. The intercept of the regression was then used to
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2007)
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evaluate the amount of priming for null performance
on prime visibility (Greenwald et al. 1995). The main
advantage of this method is that subliminal priming can
be evaluated even when some of the subjects show
better-than-chance performance in the visibility test. In
a typical experiment performed by Greenwald and
colleagues, subjects classified target words as pleasant
(e.g. ‘happy’) or unpleasant (e.g. ‘vomit’) and these
words were preceded by a congruent prime (i.e. a word
from the same category, such as ‘love’ preceding the
target happy) or an incongruent prime (vomit preceding happy). Subjects were faster for congruent trials
when compared with incongruent trials, even under
conditions where they could not perform the affective
evaluation on the prime.
As discovered later by Klinger et al. (2000), the
priming effect found by Greenwald and colleagues
depends on whether the prime and target are congruent
or incongruent, not on whether they are semantically
(or affectively) related or unrelated. It means that
subliminal priming results from a competition between
the prime and target categories and thus reflects
categorical congruity rather than semantic priming in
the classical sense of spreading activation theories
(Collins & Loftus 1975; McNamara 1992, 1994).
A similar demonstration of a subliminal congruity
effect was made by Dehaene et al. (1998) who further
proposed that subliminal processing depends on
strategic rather than automatic processing. According
to them, subliminal semantic processing can be found
under conditions where the task performed on the
target stimuli is strategically applied to the prime. In
order to provide evidence for this possibility, they asked
subjects to classify numbers, presented in spelled-out or
Arabic form, as smaller or larger than the reference
number 5. These numbers were preceded by subliminal
number primes that were also smaller or larger than 5.
Subjects were faster when both the prime and the target
belonged to the same category than when they belonged
to opposite categories. Moreover, this study was the first
one to use brain imaging (fMRI and event-related
potentials (ERPs)) to show that subliminal stimuli can
elicit not only a behavioural influence, but also a
detectable neural activity in the motor cortex due to
response competition (we return to this aspect below).
In summary, all these studies suggested, by the end
of the 1990s, that priming from genuinely subliminal
stimuli is a real phenomenon that can be studied
without suffering from all the methodological criticisms
made earlier on the underestimation of prime visibility.
However, as we will see in §7, which covers contemporary research, although the existence of subliminal perception is largely acknowledged today, some
researchers still debate the semantic interpretation of
these experiments.

7. PERIOD 5: OUTLINE AND STATUS
OF CONTEMPORARY RESEARCH
(a) Semantic versus alternative interpretations
of congruity effects
Although the evidence for subliminal semantic priming
by Greenwald et al. (1996) and Dehaene et al. (1998)
renewed the interest in non-conscious perception, it
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also did not take long before non-semantic interpretations were proposed (Abrams & Greenwald 2000;
Damian 2001). Basically, it was argued that congruity
effects reflect conflicting stimulus–response associations rather than competition between semantic
categories. This assumption is based on the direct
motor specification hypothesis according to which an
adequate response is unconsciously associated with a
stimulus without having to be mediated by the
semantic level ( Neumann & Klotz 1994). Research
on sensorimotor processing has shown that subliminal
primes (e.g. [) can elicit competition with an
opposite target (e.g. /; Neumann & Klotz 1994;
Eimer & Schlaghecken 1998). In this case, motor
congruity effects from a subliminal prime result from a
learned stimulus–response mapping because the prime
stimulus was previously presented as a target. In both
the studies of Greenwald et al. (1996) and Dehaene
et al. (1998), owing to the use of a restricted set of
items, the masked primes were also used as target
stimuli. For instance, Dehaene et al. (1998) used only
the numbers 1, 4, 6 and 9 that appeared repeatedly
both as primes and targets during the experiment.
Thus, it could be argued that the observed subliminal
congruity effects did not imply semantic mediation.
Damian (2001) claimed that subliminal priming
occurred only for practised primes. Novel primes (i.e.
primes that had not received a prior response) did not
give rise to any effect. At the same time and
independently, Abrams & Greenwald (2000) also
showed that their own past work (e.g. Greenwald
et al. 1996) should be totally reinterpreted as implying
no semantic mediation. They showed that subliminal
priming not only did not generalize to novel words, but
in fact resulted from a learned association between
fragments of the word primes and the response. For
instance, in an affective evaluation task where the target
words ‘smut’ and ‘bile’ were repeatedly classified as
unpleasant, subliminal presentation of the prime word
‘smile’ (made of smut and bile) initiated an unpleasant
response. These results suggested that in Greenwald’s
original paradigm, subliminal words were analysed only
in terms of their orthographic constituents, not as a
whole and thus probably not up to the semantic level.
Nevertheless, Abrams et al. (2002) also disconfirmed
the motor specification hypothesis. They found that
subliminal priming for words results from the learned
mapping between stimulus fragments and a semantic
category rather than to a motor response. Abrams et al.
(2002) showed that the valence (i.e. pleasant versus
non-pleasant) activated by the primes followed a
reversal of key assignment. For instance, if subjects
had to categorize a pleasant word such as smile with the
left hand, and were then told to use the right hand for
pleasant words, the subliminal prime smile would now
facilitate right-hand responses. This result suggests that
subliminal priming for words goes beyond the level of
motor processing per se. Yet, priming for words was still
restricted to practised items and, thus, provides little
support for semantic interpretations.
Dehaene et al.’s (1998) claim of subliminal
semantic priming for numbers turned out to resist
better under scrutiny. Naccache & Dehaene (2001a)
found that subliminal priming extended to novel
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2007)

number stimuli. As in their previous work, they
found priming for practised primes (the numbers 1,
4, 6 and 9), but they also found priming for
unpractised primes (2, 3, 7 and 8), although the
former led to a stronger effect. These results suggested
that subliminal priming for numbers was mediated, at
least in part, by semantic representations. Several
studies using numbers have since found that subliminal priming can extend to novel stimuli,
suggesting that it can be mediated by semantic codes
(Greenwald et al. 2003; Reynvoet et al. 2005).
However, Kunde et al. (2003) proposed an intermediate interpretation to account for the restriction to
number stimuli. According to Kunde et al. (2003),
subjects prepare action triggers in order to quickly
associate each possible experimental stimulus with its
appropriate response in minimal time. The setting of
action triggers happens during the instructions or
practice phase and depends on the stimulus set size,
as it is efficient only for narrow categories (e.g. Arabic
numbers from 1 to 9). According to this account, even
novel primes (e.g. 2 and 3) may prime the appropriate
response not because the meaning of these primes has
been extracted, but rather because the adequate
response to these stimuli was consciously prepared in
advance (see Forster 2004, for a similar account).
Kunde et al. (2003) provided evidence for this account
by showing in several experiments that priming in
numerical judgment paradigms (Dehaene et al. 1998)
does not extend to novel primes that fall outside the
expected numerical target range, or when primes occur
in an unexpected format (Arabic instead of verbal or
vice versa). Thus, priming was found only for the set of
stimuli that subjects expected to see as targets,
suggesting that the subliminal primes did not receive
a semantic analysis.
As of today, the issue of whether subliminal priming
reflects action-triggers or genuine semantic activation
from subliminal primes remains intensely debated (Van
Opstal et al. 2005a,b; Kunde et al. 2005). Van Opstal
and colleagues argue that considerable evidence cannot
be accounted for by the action-trigger model and
suggests that, at least with certain types of masking
procedures, genuine subliminal semantic priming
occurs (e.g. Reynvoet et al. 2002, 2005; Reynvoet &
Brysbaert 2004). Kunde and colleagues argue that such
effects result from inefficient masking of the primes,
leading to the conditions of conscious rather than
subliminal perception.
It is important, however, to note that at least one
study on congruity effects induced by subliminal
primes does not appear to suffer from these criticisms
and provides strong evidence for subliminal semantic
processing. In this study, Dell’Acqua & Grainger
(1999) asked subjects to categorize pictures of objects
as referring to living things or artefacts and found a
prime-target congruity effect even under conditions
where the primes never appeared as targets during the
experiment (ruling out stimulus–response interpretations) and were part of a large set of 252 objects
(ruling out action-triggers interpretations). Although it
is rather isolated, this study represents a clear-cut
demonstration of congruity effects at the semantic
level. One possibility is that pictures have a more direct
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(a)

(b)
orthographic processing
words in left fusiform gyrus
visual word form area

(c)

motor processing
lateralized readiness potential
in bilateral motor areas

semantic processing
(i) numbers in bilateral intraparietal sulci

(ii) words in left middle temporal gyrus
kanji–kana equivalents

associates (sofa–couch)

Figure 2. Examples of brain imaging studies showing
subliminal processing at orthographic, motor and semantic
levels of processing for words and numbers. (a) The left
occipitotemporal region is sensitive to repetition priming
from masked words, independently of the case in which words
are presented, and with a sensitivity to orthographic similarity
(Dehaene et al. 2001; Devlin et al. 2004). (b) Subliminal
digits can prime a motor response during a number
comparison task, as revealed by the LRP measured with
ERPs (Dehaene et al. 1998). (c, i) The bilateral intraparietal
sulcus is sensitive to subliminal repetition priming of
numbers, independently of whether they are presented as
words or as digits (Naccache & Dehaene 2001b); other
experiments indicate a dependency on numerical distance,
suggesting that this region may encode the semantic
dimension of numerical magnitude. (c, ii) The left middle
temporal gyrus (with blown-up inset shown) is sensitive to
priming by synonym words (Devlin et al. 2004) as well as
priming by repetition of words presented in the Kanji and
Kana Japanese writing systems (Nakamura et al. 2005),
suggesting that this region encodes words at a semantic level.

access to meaning representations and thus lead to
stronger semantic effects under subliminal conditions.
(b) Brain imaging and levels of representation
for invisible stimuli
Another approach to the study of subliminal perception
is to use brain activity rather than behavioural
influences as an indirect measure of subliminal
influences. This logic consists in finding whether
cerebral regions or electrophysiological components
associated with a given level of representations (i.e.
motor, orthographic, semantic, etc.) are activated by
subliminal stimuli. We first describe studies using
ERPs, then turn to research using fMRI and intracranial recordings (see figure 2 for illustrations).
(i) Evidence from event-related potentials
Several studies have used ERPs in conjunction with
priming paradigms induced by congruity effects. ERP
correlates of priming are revealed through the use of the
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2007)
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‘lateralized readiness potential’ (LRP), an index of leftand right-hand movement preparation, which is
computed by comparing the differential activity
between the right and left hemispheres (Coles et al.
1988). Congruent trials induce a greater LRP because
both the prime and the target favour the same response
side. By contrast, incongruent trials induce a decrease
in the LRP, and the difference between the two types
of LRP can be used as an electrophysiological index
of priming. Dehaene et al. (1998) and Eimer &
Schlaghecken (1998), using numbers and arrows,
respectively, have shown that the LRP index can be
modulated by priming from invisible stimuli. Moreover, the temporal resolution of the ERPs allowed to
see that the subliminal prime first induced a LRP, then
modulated the LRP induced by the target depending
on whether it was congruent or incongruent (see also
Leuthold & Kopp 1998; Jaskowski et al. 2002).
Surprisingly, Eimer & Schlaghecken (1998) also
discovered that this congruity effect can be totally
reversed, resulting in a ‘negative compatibility effect’.
At the behavioural levels, it leads to longer reaction
times for congruent trials and faster reaction times for
incongruent trials. At the level of ERPs, they found that
at around 300 ms the LRP activated by the prime was
massively reversed. According to them, such a paradoxical effect would be the result of a supplementary
inhibition mechanism applied on invisible primes. As of
today, whether this negative compatibility effect,
observed solely with arrow primes, really reflects
central inhibition of the primes or, rather, a confound
due to the resemblance of masks with prime stimuli
remains a controversial issue (Lleras & Enns 2004;
Verleger et al. 2004; Schlaghecken & Eimer 2006). In
any case, all these studies consensually show that
invisible stimuli can elicit motor responses.
Regarding word processing, Brown & Hagoort
(1993) were the first to compare semantic priming for
visible and invisible primes using ERPs. Semantic
priming produced an attenuation of the N400, an ERP
component thought to reflect either lexical or semantic
integration of information (Kutas & Hillyard 1980;
Holcomb 1993). However, this N400 attenuation was
obtained only for visible primes. Brown & Hagoort
(1993) concluded that the N400 reflects conscious
post-lexical processing rather than automatic processing. Schnyer et al. (1997) found an N400 modulation
for masked repetition rather than semantic priming.
Although, some of the subjects reported conscious
perception of the primes in this study, this finding was
replicated in later studies controlling more carefully for
the absence of visibility (Misra & Holcomb 2003;
Holcomb et al. 2005). Moreover, Holcomb et al.
(2005) recently compared masked repetition and
semantic priming as a function of prime visibility.
They found that, by contrast to repetition priming, the
N400 modulation induced by semantic priming totally
correlates with prime awareness.
By contrast, several other studies have reported that
the N400 is modulated by semantic priming even for
invisible primes (Deacon et al. 2000; Kiefer & Spitzer
2000; Kiefer 2002; Kiefer & Brendel 2006). Some of
these studies might have underestimated conscious
perception because they used a preliminary threshold
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definition procedure (Deacon et al. 2000) or because
too few trials were used for the objective measure
(Deacon et al. 2000; Kiefer 2002). Yet even when
prime awareness was controlled carefully, subliminal
semantic priming was reflected in both the reaction
times and the N400 component, as shown recently by
Kiefer & Brendel (2006).
In summary, the literature on the ERP correlates of
subliminal priming strongly suggests that subliminal
stimuli can reach motor and lexical levels of processing.
Some studies show that it can reach the semantic level,
whereas others find that the semantic level is involved only
during conscious perception. The reason for this
discrepancy remains an open question for future research.
(ii) Evidence from fMRI and intracranial recordings
Dehaene et al. (1998) used subliminal priming in the
numerical judgment task presented above in conjunction with fMRI. They used an equivalent of the LRP
component labelled the ‘lateralized BOLD response’.
This index, which reflects the differential BOLD
activity between the left and right motor cortices,
allowed them to show that subliminal congruity effects
occur in motor cortex.
Again with fMRI, Dehaene et al. (2001) showed that
subliminal repetition priming induces repetition suppression (a decrease in neural activity; Naccache &
Dehaene 2001b; Henson 2003) in the occipital
extrastriate cortex and in a region of the posterior
fusiform gyrus corresponding to the visual word form
area (VWFA). Occipital regions responded only to
physical repetition (e.g. for ‘radio–radio’, but not for
‘radio–RADIO’), whereas the VWFA, which is thought
to encode abstract orthographic knowledge (Cohen
et al. 2000), was insensitive to case change (e.g.
repetition suppression was equivalent for radio–radio
and radio–RADIO). This brain imaging study provided
evidence that invisible stimuli are processed at least to
the level of abstract orthographic representations.
Dehaene et al. (2004) used anagram words to
distinguish whether this repetition priming effect in
the VWFA reflects processing at the single-letter level
or at the level of larger orthographic units. In their
study, for instance, the French target word ‘REFLET’
was preceded by the prime word ‘trefle’, such that
almost all of the middle letters (r, e, f, l, e) could be
repeated. Moreover, a shift in letter position allowed to
present these middle letters at the same spatial position
(e.g. ‘trefle_’–‘_REFLET’). Dehaene et al. (2004)
found that the posterior part of the VWFA responded
specifically to the repetition of letters at the same
location, whereas the anterior part of the VWFA was
more invariant and responsive to larger letter-sequence
units. Kouider et al. (in press) used orthographically
related primes and targets (garape-GARAGE) and
found also priming in the posterior part of the VWFA.
Along the same lines, Gaillard et al. (2006b) used
intracranial recording to show that several areas in the
ventral stream, including the VWFA, are activated by
invisible word stimuli.
All these fMRI (or intracranial) studies provided
evidence that invisible stimuli can reach orthographic,
lexical and motor levels of representation. Three
studies further indicate that subliminal priming can
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2007)

also tap semantic regions. For numbers, Naccache &
Dehaene (2001b) observed a notation-independent
repetition suppression effect in bilateral intraparietal
cortices, at a site thought to encode numerical
magnitudes. For other types of words, Devlin et al.
(2004) used priming of semantic associates and we
used, in Nakamura et al. (2005), cross-script priming of
Japanese Kanji and Kana equivalents. Both studies led
to repetition suppression in the left middle temporal
gyrus, a region thought to be involved in semantic
processing or words and objects (e.g. Tyler et al. 2003).
Thus, these studies provide convergent evidence that
subliminal perception can reach the semantic level of
processing.
fMRI was also used to demonstrate emotional
processing of masked stimuli (Morris et al. 1998;
Whalen et al. 1998). In these experiments, subjects saw
brief (e.g. 33 ms) fearful or fear-associated faces
followed by a clearly visible neutral face that also
served as a backward mask. Both studies found that the
processing of these emotional faces was associated with
an increased activity in the amygdala relative to neutral
stimuli (see also Vuilleumier & Driver 2007), while
subjects reported no subjective experience of these
faces after the experiment. Since then, these studies
have been replicated with faces as well as other types
of stimuli (e.g. fearful animals; see Ohman 2002 for
a review).
However, most studies in this field do not provide
stringent demonstrations that the masked faces were
genuinely subliminal. The assumption that the stimuli
were not visible depended rather on the argument that
their duration was short enough (e.g. 33 ms; Pessoa
2005). As shown recently by Pessoa et al. (2005), about
60% of subjects are able to report whether the masked
stimulus is fearful or not under presentation conditions
that were previously argued to reflect perception
without awareness. More recently, Pessoa et al.
(2006) showed that, when stimulus visibility is
controlled carefully, the amygdala does not always
seem to be activated under conditions of subliminal
face processing. Should we thus conclude that
emotional processing in the amygdala cannot be
activated from subliminal stimuli? Before making
such a strong assumption, one would need to check
that in the study by Pessoa et al. (2006), masking was
not too strong to prevent any form of processing, even
at the lowest levels of visual processing.
Recently, Kouider et al. (submitted) developed a
new method that allows for efficient masking of faces
conjoined with subliminal repetition priming effects
(figure 1b). They found repetition suppression in
several occipitotemporal areas, including the fusiform
face area. It would be interesting to use the same
procedure to test whether invisible fearful faces can
activate the amygdala. Robust evidence for genuinely
subliminal emotional processing has been found in a
recent study using word stimuli and intracranial
recordings of the amygdala. Naccache et al. (2005)
found that masked words that are threatening (e.g.
‘danger’) increase the activity in the amygdala
compared with neutral words (e.g. ‘cousin’). Crucially, in this case, subjects were totally at chance in
categorizing these masked words as threatening or
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neutral. Unexpectedly, in this study, the latency of
activation of the amygdala was relatively late (around
800 ms after stimulus presentation). According to
Naccache et al. (2005), before reaching the amygdala,
words have to pass through several levels of
processing, including visual, lexical and, crucially,
semantic levels of processing. In summary, this study
provides evidence that areas coding for an emotional
semantic dimension can indeed be activated by
subliminal words.
(c) Subliminal perception is modulated
by attention
Until recently, attention was considered the main
‘gatekeeping’ mechanism of consciousness (Posner
1994). Subliminal priming was assumed to involve
automatic processes and thus to be unaffected by
conscious controlled processes (Posner & Snyder
1975). Recently, however, several studies have shown
that even subliminal processing may be modulated by
spatial and temporal attention.
For temporal attention, Naccache et al. (2002) used
an extension of the numerical decision paradigm
(Dehaene et al. 1998) and found that subliminal
congruity effects vanished if the prime did not appear
at temporally predictable moments, and therefore did
not fall into the temporal window of attention. Kiefer &
Brendel (2006) used the same experimental logic
(predictable versus unpredictable targets) with masked
priming of semantic associates and found that the
N400 modulation induced by semantic priming is
reduced for unattended primes.
For spatial attention, Dupoux et al. (2003) used
masked auditory priming under dichotic conditions.
Subjects were asked to pay attention to words in the
attended ear (e.g. the right ear) in order to perform a
lexical decision task and to ignore the unattended ear
(e.g. the left ear), which contained prime stimuli. Except
under conditions where the prime stimuli could pop out
from the auditory signal and attract subjects’ attention,
auditory repetition priming disappeared under dichotic
conditions, suggesting that masked priming requires
spatial attention. Lachter et al. (2004) reached a similar
conclusion for the visual domain. In a series of word
repetition priming experiments, they used presentation
condition where the prime and target could appear
either at the same location or one below the other. Here
also, repetition priming was found only at attended
locations. Along the same lines, Sumner et al. (2006)
used a precueing procedure to manipulate attention to a
subliminal prime and found that it substantially
increased priming effects.
In summary, all these studies suggest that attention
increases the processing of invisible stimuli at both
perceptual and semantic levels. This conclusion
contrasts largely with the classical view of automatic
processing, by which all levels of non-conscious
representations are mandatorily and passively
involved during perception (Posner & Snyder 1975;
Schneider & Shiffrin 1977). Nonetheless, it remains an
open question for further research whether attention
modulates subliminal priming even at the lowest levels
of sensory processing.
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8. COMPARISON WITH NON-CONSCIOUS
PERCEPTION DURING INATTENTION
While this review focuses on subliminal masking
paradigms, where the evidence for semantic processing
is limited to specific experimental conditions, it is also
interesting to consider other paradigms where nonconscious perception is induced by inattention. Indeed,
there is a large consensus that in such cases, semantic
processing can occur in the absence of conscious
perception. In these paradigms, stimuli fail to be seen
because the subject’s attention is occupied on a
different task and/or with another stimulus. It is
important to note that it constitutes a drastically
different situation compared with subliminal masking
paradigms, because in this case it involves supraliminal
stimuli that can be reported when they are attended. To
make stimuli invisible in masking paradigms, where the
subject’s attention is focused on the stimuli, the
experimenter must drastically reduce the amount of
sensory input, for instance, by using short stimulus
durations. Under conditions of inattention, however,
the stimulus can be presented for a long duration, with
only late masking (attentional blink) or no masking at
all (inattentional blindness), and yet remain unreportable. As a result, much stronger non-conscious effects
are observed.
In the attentional blink paradigm, focused attention
to a first item (T1) hinders the subsequent identification of a second item (T2) presented a few hundred
milliseconds later (Raymond et al. 1992). Yet, failure to
consciously perceive T2 does not prevent its semantic
processing. Shapiro et al. (1997) used a semantic
priming version of the attentional blink by having a
third word T3 that was either semantically related or
unrelated to T2. They found that semantic priming
increased the identification of T3 not only when T2
was reported, but also when it was missed, although
priming was smaller for missed items (see also Martens
et al. 2002).
In an ERP study by Luck et al. (1996), T1 and T2
were preceded by a context word that was either
semantically related or unrelated to T2. The N400 was
modulated by the semantic relation between T1 and
T2, not only when T2 was reported, but also when it
was missed. Surprisingly, the N400 induced by
reported and missed targets was identical in amplitude,
suggesting that, even under non-conscious conditions,
semantic processing can remain entirely unaffected.
Rolke et al. (2001) replicated this N400 semantic
modulation for missed stimuli, although, in this study,
it was smaller than for reported stimuli. Sergent et al.
(2005) recorded the entire sequence of ERP components evoked by unseen T2s, and found unaffected
P1 and N1 components as well as a preserved but
reduced N400. In summary, studies using semantic
priming in conjunction with the attentional blink have
provided strong evidence for the existence of semantic
activation during non-conscious perception. Mack &
Rock (1998) report similar, though scarcer, evidence
from the inattentional blindness paradigm, where a
single, totally unexpected task-unrelated target is
presented foveally without any masking. Under such
conditions, a word can remain undetected, yet
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subsequently cause priming, for instance, in a stem
completion task.
Neuropsychological deficits such as unilateral
neglect also offer the possibility to study perception
under conditions of inattention (Driver & Vuilleumier
2001). Neglect patients may fail to report stimuli on the
side of space contralateral to their damaged hemisphere, when this stimulus competes with another
ipsilateral stimulus (extinction). Since the stimulus can
be reported if attention is cued towards it, neglect is
considered as a loss of awareness resulting from a lack
of attention, not a lack of sensory processing (Posner
et al. 1984; Driver & Vuilleumier 2001). In a pioneering
study on non-conscious processing during extinction,
Volpe et al. (1979) showed that although neglect
patients could not report the identity of a stimulus
(i.e. a word or an object) in the contralateral field, they
were still able to guess whether it had the same or a
different name as the stimulus in the ipsilateral field.
Above-chance guessing in the absence of subjective
report of the contralateral stimuli was taken as evidence
for non-conscious perception. Berti et al. (1992)
extended this finding to higher levels of processing.
They showed that patients could guess that the objects
presented on the two sides had the same name even
when different views were displayed. In addition, they
argued that guessing could involve choosing between
exemplars from the same or a different semantic
category. These results were taken as evidence that
the stimulus in the neglected field primed the category
of the stimulus in the intact field. Nevertheless, two
major points of caution should be raised. First, stimuli
from the same semantic category tended to be much
more similar physically than exemplars from different
categories. Second, the approach suffers from the same
criticisms raised against the early studies of subliminal
perception (Eriksen 1960). Above-chance performance
on discrimination could reflect partial or even full
conscious perception in the presence of the underconfidence phenomenon during the subjective measure
of conscious perception. Along these lines, Farah et al.
(1991) matched the difficulty of the direct and indirect
measure by having subjects performing a two-alternative forced-choice task on the neglected stimuli, rather
than identification. Under conditions where discrimination performance on the neglected stimuli was at
chance, patients were no longer able to match it to the
stimulus in the intact field.
A more promising approach has been to use priming
as the indirect measure of non-conscious influences.
Audet et al. (1991) used a priming task in which neglect
patients had to identify one of the two target stimuli
presented at central fixation (the letter ‘T’ or ‘K’)
preceded by peripheral stimuli that were either
identical (T preceded by T), incongruent (T preceded
by K) or neutral (T preceded by O). As shown by
Taylor (1977), normal subjects in this task show
facilitation on repeated trials and interference on
incongruent trials relative to the neutral condition. In
the study by Audet et al. (1991), the prime could be
presented on the left (i.e. in the neglected field) or
above the target (i.e. reportable at central fixation). As
with normal subjects, they found both facilitation and
interference, but only as long as the prime appeared in
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2007)

the intact field. When the prime was presented in the
neglected side, the general pattern of results was
facilitation in the absence of interference. Nevertheless,
interference was found in one of the four experiments
reported, when the subject was told to explicitly use the
prime to predict the target. Following the same logic,
Cohen et al. (1995) asked patients to judge the colour
of a central target (e.g. green), surrounded by a
repeated (e.g. green), incongruent (e.g. red) or neutral
(e.g. blue) prime presented either in the ipsi- or in the
contralateral side. In this study, Cohen and colleagues
not only found interference from the neglected field, but
also that it was just as large as interference from the
intact field.
Unfortunately, a problem with these two studies is
that awareness was not fully controlled. Audet and
colleagues relied only on subjective reports, which can
be criticized for the above-mentioned reasons. Cohen
and colleagues used a colour decision on the
peripheral rather than on the central stimulus and
found that patients had much more difficulty in
identifying the contralateral than the ipsilateral
stimulus, which allowed them to demonstrate that
patients indeed suffered from extinction. However,
patients remained much better than chance for
contralateral stimuli, and thus it remains possible
that the effects were due to conscious perception.
Fuentes & Humphreys (1996) relied on the negative
priming phenomenon and controlled more rigorously
for potential influences from conscious perception.
Subjects received on each trial a first display with a
central letter to identify (e.g. ‘ T’) and a distractor
(e.g. ‘M’) to ignore on the right side of fixation (e.g.
‘CT M’) or on the left side (e.g. ‘M TC’). Then they
received a second display in which, compared to the
distractor on the first display, the central letter was
identical (e.g. ‘CM L’) or different (e.g. ‘CB L’).
Contrary to the classical facilitatory priming effect,
repetition leads here to lower accuracy and longer
reaction times (i.e. negative priming) because the
distractor in the first display receives active suppression
(Tipper 1985). Fuentes & Humphreys (1996) replicated this negative priming with distractors in the intact
field of a neglect patient. However, priming from the
contralateral field was positive rather than negative.
Moreover, Fuentes & Humphreys showed that this
repetition effect occurred across a case change,
suggesting the involvement of abstract letter representations. In addition, they used an objective measure to
assess the awareness of distractors. Subjects were asked
to either report the central stimulus that was presented
alone, or the number of displayed letters when a
distractor was added. Importantly, the task was
provided only after the display, such that subjects
were primarily paying attention to the central stimulus,
as in the priming experiment. Patients easily reported
the presence of two letters when the distractor was on
the right side (e.g. ‘CTM’), but failed when the
distractor was on the left side. Fuentes & Humphreys
(1996) concluded that perception occurs without
awareness in neglect patients and involves levels of
representation above simple visual sensory processing.
By contrast, according to them, inhibitory processes
require conscious perception.

Non-conscious perception
Recently, Rusconi et al. (2006) extended the results
of Fuentes & Humphreys by providing evidence for the
extraction of arithmetic information from neglected
number stimuli. Their subjects were instructed to
perform a parity judgment task with a target number
that was preceded by two prime numbers. When the
product of the two primes was equal to the target (e.g.
2###7 followed by 14), then normal subjects were
slower to perform the parity judgment task. Rusconi
and colleagues replicated this result in a neglect patient.
However, when the primes appeared in the neglected
field, then interference turned into facilitation. Rusconi
and colleagues used an identification task to show that
none of the stimuli in the neglect field could be
identified. These results suggest that associations
between numbers can be activated without conscious
perception and that, as in the study by Fuentes &
Humphreys (1996), inhibitory processes require, by
contrast, conscious processing.
Other studies concentrated on the semantic level of
processing. Berti & Rizzolatti (1992) asked patients to
categorize drawings as referring to animals or
vegetables. Patients were presented with two drawings,
one on the neglected side followed by another on the
intact field, that either referred to the same category or
was incongruent. Berti & Rizzolati found a congruence
effect even when restricting the analysis to patients
reporting having seen only one stimulus on each trial,
not two. At first glance, this result suggests a nonconscious semantic influence. Yet, given that the
stimulus set was very narrow (i.e. 14 in total) and
that the prime stimuli could appear as target stimuli,
this experiment does not unequivocally provide
evidence for non-conscious semantic processing, but
could reflect motor congruity effects (Damian 2001;
see above). Moreover, here subjective reports can also
be largely criticized due to the potential confound with
confidence criteria.
Two other studies used priming with semantic
associates and controlled more carefully for the
absence of conscious perception. Ladavas et al.
(1993) used word stimuli, whereas McGlincheyBerroth et al. (1993) relied on picture primes and
word targets. In both cases, semantic priming was
obtained from primes in the neglected field. Moreover,
McGlinchey-Berroth and colleagues compared the
amount of priming from the neglected and intact field
and found no difference, suggesting that semantic
processing can remain entirely unaffected during nonconscious perception by inattention. Importantly, both
studies showed that under similar presentation conditions, patients were at chance in several objective
measures of conscious perception of the primes, such
as lexical decision, semantic categorization, detection
(Ladavas et al. 1993) and two-alternative forced-choice
(McGlinchey-Berroth et al. 1993). It is of note,
however, that the presentation conditions were not
identical in the direct and indirect measures, because
the target was omitted during the measure of conscious
prime perception. Thus, it might be argued that
conscious perceptibility was higher during the priming
experiment owing to retroactive semantic priming
(Briand et al. 1988; Dark 1988; Bernstein et al. 1989;
see above for details). Nevertheless, those experiments,
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2007)
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together with those on the attentional blink, constitute
some of the best evidence to date for semantic-level
processing without conscious perception.

9. THEORETICAL CONCLUSIONS
We have reviewed evidence for the depth of nonconscious processing in two categories of experimental
conditions: masked priming paradigms and inattention
paradigms. The depth of processing seems to differ in
those two conditions. In masked priming, while
orthographic and lexical levels are easily contacted,
evidence for phonological and semantic processing,
although real, is much more restricted. Subliminal
semantic priming effects can be very small, indeed
much smaller than under conscious conditions.
However, in inattention paradigms, while effect sizes
vary according to experimental conditions, strong
semantic effects can be observed. Under the most
favourable conditions of the attentional blink, where
spatial attention is focused onto the stimulus location,
but central executive attention is occupied by a
secondary task, there may be little or no difference
between semantic-level processing under conditions of
conscious versus blinked ( Luck et al. 1996) or
extinguished ( McGlinchey-Berroth et al. 1993)
stimulus processing.
In this concluding section, we would like to argue
that those results fit with the tripartite distinction of
subliminal, preconscious and conscious processing that
one of us has recently proposed (Dehaene et al. 2006).
According to the global neuronal workspace theory,
sensory information is consciously accessed whenever a
bidirectional, self-sustained activation loop is established between the relevant posterior sensory
processors and an assembly of workspace neurons
with long-distance axons, distributed through the
brain, but particularly dense in associative cortical
areas, most notably prefrontal cortex (Dehaene et al.
1998, 2001, 2003). Thus, for a stimulus to reach
consciousness, two factors are jointly needed: first, the
input stimulus must have enough strength to cross a
dynamic threshold for global reverberation (which can
be prevented by stimulus degradation or competition
with other stimuli, i.e. masking); and second, it must
receive top-down amplification by distant neurons
(which can be prevented by drawing these neurons
into another stimulus or task). Accordingly, conscious
access may fail for two quite distinct reasons, leading to
a distinction between two types of non-conscious
processes, which we call subliminal and preconscious,
respectively (figure 3).
According to the theory, subliminal processing is a
condition of information inaccessibility where the
bottom-up, stimulus-induced activation itself is insufficient to trigger large-scale reverberation. Thus, subliminal information is information that cannot be
brought into consciousness, in spite of all efforts of
focused attention. This does not mean, of course, that
subliminal processing is independent of the subject’s
attention and strategies. As we have seen, whichever
task and attentional sets are prepared consciously can
orient and amplify the processing of a subliminal
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global
workspace

T1

T2

T3

conscious
high strength
and attention

preconscious
high strength
no attention

subliminal
weak strength

supraliminal and
attended words (T1)

supraliminal and
unattended (T2>T3)

subliminal and
attended (T3)

Figure 3. Taxonomy between conscious, preconscious and
subliminal processing, based on the theoretical proposal by
Dehaene et al. (2006). This distinction stipulates the
existence of three types of brain states associated with
conscious report, non-conscious perception due to inattention (preconscious state; Kouider et al. in press) and nonconscious perception due to masking (subliminal perception;
Dehaene et al. 2001, 2006).

stimulus, even if its bottom-up strength remains
insufficient for global conscious access.
On the other hand, preconscious processing occurs
when processing is limited by top-down access rather
than bottom-up strength. According to the theory,
preconscious processes potentially carry enough activation for conscious access, but are temporarily
buffered in a non-conscious store owing to a lack of
top-down attentional amplification (for instance, owing
to transient occupancy of the central workspace
system). As shown by the attentional blink and
inattentional blindness paradigms, even strong visual
stimuli can remain temporarily preconscious. They are
potentially visible (contrary to subliminal stimuli, they
could quickly gain access to conscious report if they
were attended), but they are not consciously seen at the
moment. However, they are clearly maintained in a
sensory buffer for a few hundreds of milliseconds, since
they may ultimately achieve conscious access once the
central workspace is freed (as exemplified by the
psychological refractory period paradigm, in which
one task is put on hold while another task is being
processed). This sensory buffer can be erased by other
competing stimuli, however, in which case a preconscious stimulus may never gain access to conscious
processing (as achieved by late masking in the
attentional blink paradigm).
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2007)

We have argued that maintaining this distinction is
essential in order to make sense of the growing neuroimaging data on the neural correlates of consciousness
(Dehaene et al. 2006; Kouider et al. in press). Here, we
add that consideration of the neural bases of subliminal
and preconscious states may then help in understanding why they differ in the depth of non-conscious
processing. During subliminal processing, brain
imaging and neurophysiological data indicate that
masking prevents the efficient propagation of bottomup stimulus activation in successive perceptual areas,
leaving only a short pulse of activity whose amplitude
decreases at each synaptic step (Kovacs et al. 1995;
Thompson & Schall 1999; Dehaene et al. 2001;
Lamme 2003). Thus, although behavioural priming
effects can be detected at a distance from sensory
systems, they are expected to decrease with synaptic
distance and become very small and frequently
undetectable in distant phonological and semantic
areas. On the other hand, during preconscious
processing (defined as suprathreshold stimulation
under conditions of inattention), neuroimaging data
shows a much increased and durable activation in
posterior occipitotemporal cortices, probably corresponding to the activation of local reverberatory loops
forming a sensory buffer, yet without extension into a
global brain-scale parietofrontal ignition ( Tse et al.
2005; Kouider et al. in press). It is therefore not
surprising that such a durable and extended activity
state should be capable of causing greater priming at
multiple processing levels. Indeed at the cerebral level,
repetition suppression and repetition enhancement
effects can be seen in a much wider cortical network
that includes areas known to be involved in phonology
and semantics (Kouider et al. in press), owing to
preconscious processing.
As increasingly reliable paradigms are being
designed to create such preconscious states and to
collect the subject’s own assessment of their degree of
consciousness (Sergent et al. 2005), we suspect that
researchers will discover increasingly reliable evidence
for non-conscious activation of broad perceptual,
lexical, phonological and semantic networks. Accordingly, research should progressively shift to another
crucial issue, that of understanding which cognitive
processes, if any, are the exclusive privilege of
conscious processing. The global neuronal workspace
model makes the clear prediction that they should bear
the characteristics of a ‘central executive’ parietofrontal
system: long-lasting maintenance of information;
flexible recombination and exchange of intermediate
results across processors; and intentional effortful
control should be deployed only during conscious
processing (Dehaene & Naccache 2001). While highly
suggestive evidence already exists (e.g. Kunde 2003),
the testing of this prediction remains a key issue for
further research.
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